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OSCILLATION CRITERIA FOR MATRIX DIFFERENTIAL 
INEQUALITIES^ 

BY 

W. ALLEGRETTO AND L. ERBE 

Several authors have recently considered the problem of obtaining sufficient 
conditions for the oscillation of the quasilinear matrix differential equation 

(1) LV = (A(x)VJ+B(x, V, V')V = 0 

and the associated inequality VTLV<0 (as a form). Here A, B, and Vare mxm 
matrix functions, A(x) is symmetric, positive semidefinite and continuous in an 
interval [a, oo) and B(x, V, V) is symmetric and continuous in a<x<co for all 
F and V. 

Tomastik in 1968 [7], and more recently [8], obtained sufficient conditions for 
the oscillation of (1) under the additional assumption that both A and B are positive 
definite. Kreith [2], then obtained a different oscillation criterion for (1) without 
requiring B to be positive definite. 

More recently, Noussair and Swanson [5], by using direct methods from the 
Calculus of Variations, earlier employed by Swanson [6] for systems of ordinary 
differential equations and by Allegretto and Swanson [1] for systems of partial 
differential equations, showed that (1) was oscillatory (without any additional 
hypotheses) if, in particular, there exist diagonal elements Akk, Bkk of A and B 
respectively, such that 

f °° dx f °° 
— = Bkkdx= +oo. 

This result which is established directly by Noussair and Swanson can also be 
obtained easily, unlike some of the other results in [5], by using methods employed 
by Kreith in [2], where a comparison theorem and Leighton's theorem [3] are 
employed. 

It is the purpose of this note to obtain a class of more general oscillation criteria 
for equation (1) than those previously known. The results of Swanson and Noussair 
and Kreith, referred to above, will be obtained as special cases of our methods. 
Unlike many of the earlier results, our conditions, in general, will involve off-
diagonal elements of A and B as well as their diagonal entries. 

We remark that the techniques used here can also be extended to certain systems 
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of partial differential inequalities and non symmetric operators by well-known 
methods. 

The domain of L is assumed to be the set of m x m matrix functions V e C 1 ^ , oo) 
such that LV exists and is continuous at every point. 

It will also be convenient to apply L to ra-vector functions cj>, which is clearly 
possible under analogous assumptions on <j>. 

A matrix V e C 1 ^ , oo) is said to be prepared relative to L iff 

(2) VT(x)A(x)V' = (V')T(x)A(x)V{x) 

for all x in [a, oo). 
A matrix differential inequality VTLV<0 is said to be oscillatory in [a, co) iff 

the determinant of any prepared matrix solution V vanishes at some point in 
[b, oo) for all b^a. 

It will also be useful to adopt the following terminology which was introduced 
by Marcus and Mine [4]. Let Qkn denote the totality of strictly increasing sequences 
of k integers chosen from 1 , . . . , « . If T=(tjtl) denotes any nxn matrix and oc= 
(/ l5. . . , ik) is any element of Qkn then by T(OL, a) we shall mean the kxk sub-
matrix of T whose (J, /) entry is given by {t{,A ) (i.e. T(a, a) is obtained by deleting 
all rows and columns from T except for rows and columns il9.. . , ik). 

By S T we shall mean the sum of all the entries of T. 
We are now ready to state our main result: 

THEOREM 1. The inequality VTLV<0 is oscillatory in [a, oo) if there exists a 
vector function </>(x) such that, for every nonoscillatory differentiable matrix V in 
[a, oo) the scalar equation 

(3) (puj+qu = 0 

is oscillatory in [a, oo), where 

p(x) = <f>T(x)A(x)cl>(x) > 0 

Proof. It is well known [5], [2], [6] that a sufficient condition for the oscillation 
of the inequality VTLV<0 is the existence, for any number b, of a number c > 6 
and a vector xp with ip(b)=ip(c)=0 and for which 

[\{y')TAy'-yTBy] dx < 0. 

Now if equation (3) is oscillatory, it follows from the Calculus of Variations that 
given any number b there exists a number c>b, and an admissible function u, 
such that w(o)=w(c)=0 and for which 

J \(u')2p(x)-u2q(x)] dx < 0. 
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But a simple calculation shows 

[\(u'f<}>TA<f>-u2<l>TL{<l>)}dx = [\(u<}>yTA{u<l>)~(u<j>)TB(u<}>)} dx 
Jb Jb 

and oscillation of the inequality VTLV<t0 follows. 

REMARK. Inherent in the assumptions of Theorem 1 is the condition that L(cf>) 
can be formed, i.e., that Aft is differentiate. This condition can, in fact, be removed 
as follows: Let <f> be an arbitrary C1 vector function and let a, /?, y be C1 scalar 
functions such that for every x and every nonoscillatory V the following inequality 
holds (in the sense of forms): 

{(t'fAt (f)TA<I>'-<f>TB<f>J S \p -y) 
Then the theorem becomes: If the scalar equation (aw^+ (y+/?')w==Oisoscillatory, 
then so is the form VTLV<0. 

Several oscillation criteria are now possible by specializing the choice of <f>. 
Clearly the simplest choice for </> is <£=constant. By the well-known Leighton 
test [3], equation (3) is oscillatory if 

/•OO j /»0 

q dt = +oo. 
J P J 

Hence, we obtain: 

COROLLARY 1. If there exists an 0LeQkifn such that for every nonoscillatory 
differentiable matrix V, 

J
r»00 /»0O 

a Ja 
then VTLV<0 is oscillatory. 

Note that this criterion is better than the previous ones if, for example, the off-
diagonal entries of A(OL, a) are negative, and those of 2?(oc, a) positive. If a G Qlm 

then the Corollary is exactly the same as the result of Noussair and Swanson. The 
oscillation criterion of Kreith [2] can be obtained similarly. 

The next simplest choice for <j> is <f>=f{x)-c where/(x) is a scalar function and £ 
is a constant vector. By such a choice we obtain the following corollary: 

COROLLARY 2. If there exists an cue Qkm such that for every nonoscillatory 
differ entiable matrix V, 

(4) -—— •= x jB(a,a)-———)dx=+co, 
Ja x24«,a) Jo \ 4x2 / 

then VTLV<$S is oscillatory. 
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Proof. Let a=(f l5 . . . , ik) and set (j>(x)=\/x c where c is a constant vector with 
ones in the il9. . . , ik positions and zero elsewhere. If A<f>' e C1, then by Leighton's 
test [3], it follows that equation (3) will be oscillatory if 

Ja x 2 i ( a , a ) Ja L \ 2yjx! A 
But 

V* 2 ^C06' <*)%/*+ ( 2 ^(a>a) r~p) dx 

=1/(2*(«.a)"S4^a» ,a )) d*+* 2X*«X0-*2^(«.«)(«) 

Therefore, (4) implies that (5) holds and hence VTLV<0 is oscillatory. 
If A§ $ C1, then we employ the remark after Theorem 1 as follows: Let rj(x) 

denote a nonnegative Cx-function with 

(6) f " ( 2 ^ ( x ) - 2 A(a, a))2 — L <fc < l . 

Clearly such a function exists. Note that 

x 2 A(a, a) I 2 ^0> a ) \ < ( y 2 4(«, a) >?(*) ) 

1 2 A(x, «) *(*) / ~ \ V(x) ô(x)+y(x)l 

where, for simplicity, we have set 

O(JC) = x 2 #(a> a) 
4x 

y(x) - (,(*) — ) • 
x 2 ^(a,a) 

By the remark after Theorem 1, it follows that VTLV<i0 will be oscillatory if 

Ja 3X ^ A(OL9 Oi) 

and 
Ja 

2 dx 
= +00 

J»oo 

a 

(7) i-Ô-y+f]') dx = +co. 
Ja 

But J* }>(» *c is finite by (6) and $a rj'(x) dx=r](t)-r](a)>-ri(a). Condition (7) 
then follows from (4). Note that if a e Qltm, a=(fc) then (4) becomes 

rj*.=rx(bkk-^\ dx= 
Ja xakk Jo \ 4x / 

+ 00. 
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If we further assume that akk is bounded above, then we can conclude that VTLV<,^ 
is oscillatory if: 

f"(b»-s)'fa=+œ-
This Kneser-type result is better than the corresponding result of Noussair and 
Swanson, where it was also assumed that bkk—(akkl4x2)>0. 

Another interesting choice for <j> can be made in terms of the eigenfunctions of A. 

COROLLARY 3. Let <f>{x) denote a smooth normalized eigenvector of A with 
corresponding eigenvalue X(x) such that J " dxjX= + oo. 

If for every nonoscillary differentiable matrix V, 

J i*ao 

[<f>TB<f>-(<j>')TA<t>'] dx = +oo, 
a 

then VTLV<,0 is oscillatory. 

Note that if ||<£|| = 1, then <j>TA<f>'=tyT<l>'=0. Hence, 

fVrL(<£) dx = !\<f>TB+<f>T(A<f,')'] dx 
Ja Ja 

= (\cf>TB<f,-(<l>')TA<l>'-(<l>TAcf>'y] dx 
Ja 

\<f>TB<f>-(<l>')TA<f>'] dx. 
Ja 

Therefore, the Leighton test [3] and Theorem 1 yield the result. If A<f>' cannot be 
differentiated, we once again employ the method outlined after Theorem 1. 

It is clear that the optimal choice of <f> for any given problem will depend on the 
particular coefficients in question. To illustrate this remark, consider the following 
example: 

Let A = ( l C0SX) B = (ô^ C0S (*A 
\COS X 1 / \COS X Ô(x) / 

where ô(x) ^ô0> — J and where ô0 <^0. Then if we choose cj>=\ we find that 
[_COS XJl 

COS2 X, —cos2 x. Hence we can conclude that, with 
these coefficients the inequality VTLV<$) is oscillatory in [1, oo) by the Leighton 
test. This result does not seem to be easily obtainable by any of the previous 
criteria. 
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